
Model F30160

Rotor Diameter 30’ (750mm)
Engine Honda GX160
Blades 4 x 30’’ (TBF30FE)
Rotor Speed 85-135 RPM
Weight 65kg

P: 1300 255 266
E: sales@allcongroup.com.au
W: allcongroup.com.au

Free Engine Cover with 
Every Trowel Machine

TROWEL MACHINE
30” EDGER 

Forza 30’’ Edging Trowel Machine

The Forza Pro 30’’ Edging trowel machine is a professional series trowel machine ideal 
for both domestic and light commercial use. 

The rotating ring enables trowelling close to walls and penetrations and the heavy duty 
gear box is capable of pushing a float pan making it an extremely versatile unit. 

The single piece balanced lifting hook make it easy and safe to transport the machine 
on site. 
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Over 10 years in the making...
Our forza machines are not just another off the shelf, they are the result of many years of testing and 
tweaking and we know what works and what doesn’t. And… if you think there is a way to make it 
better, let us know and it may find its way onto the next model.

We’ll modify the machine to fit your needs...
Need it to spin faster? Contrary to popular belief, putting a bigger engine on it does not make it go 
faster. We can fit a speed up kit to any of our Forza trowel machines to achieve this. 

Need it to go slower? We can do that too!

We don’t do light duty!
We’ve developed these machines to be tough and reliable. From the renowned Honda or Hatz 
engine, the heavy duty gearbox and base, the rack and pinion throttle lever and the folded single 
piece lifting hook, our machines live up to their name - Forza - Italian for Strength and Power. 

We service what we sell!
With a fully functioning workshop, permanently staffed with a fitter and turner and fully qualified 
mechanic, we stand by and service what we sell. With fast turn-around times on standard repairs and 
servicing, you’ll have your machine back in no time. 

The little green tag...
Every machine is run and tested before it leaves our doors. Once it has been tested it is tagged ready 
for use. That gives you peace of mind that the machine is right ready to be put to work. 

FIVE REASONS TO BUY 


